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Abstract We discuss a new packet service paradigm, called ”Less Impact Better Ser-

vice” (LIBS). In simple terms, LIBS primarily schedules packets based on the delay

they cause and cancels service differentiation policies when the cumulative delay due

to prioritization becomes significant for non-prioritized packets. Based on LIBS, we

evaluate different service policies that prioritize small packets using different service

boundaries and we show that, by and large, LIBS satisfies better a number of applica-

tions with diverse demands in delay and throughput. We emphasize on Voice over IP

applications, which are delay-sensitive but also utilize small packets and rates. Among

other traditional performance measures, we also measure fairness in the context of

LIBS, that is, we address the question whether the delay experienced per flow is pro-

portional to the delay caused by that flow. We obtained very promising simulation

results.

Keywords Service Differentiation · QoS · VoIP

1 Introduction

We propose a service differentiation scheme for small packets, particularly suitable for

VoIP applications. We depart from a new service strategy, called ”Less Impact Bet-

ter Service” (LIBS), according to which, small packets that require minor service times

and hence cause minor queuing delays, get some limited priority over long packets. The

limitation is strictly associated with the cumulative service impact of prioritization on

long packets. In [21], [22], [23], [27] we have shown that, based on service thresholds, the
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service gains can be regulated for non-congestive applications, such as sensor applica-

tions or other types of applications that use small packets and rates, with almost-zero

cost on congestive applications. Here, we apply the properties of LIBS one step beyond;

we explore a differentiation scheme to satisfy better the delay requirements of VoIP

applications.

In the context of delay-sensitive applications, bandwidth alone could not have a

central role; instead, efficient distribution of resources needs to be characterized by

the delay suffered by each flow in relation with the delay they cause. The latter is

also occasionally associated with the delay that users tolerate. Our service approach

promotes small-size packets at small rates, which define ”non-congestive” traffic. To

avoid starvation and also significant delay impact on congestive traffic, non-congestive

traffic prioritization is confined by corresponding service thresholds. Hence, we analyze

the behavior of systems where non-congestive traffic has controlled prioritization with-

out affecting congestive traffic. From a user perspective, applications that utilize small

data packets and rates (and are also intolerant to long delays) are satisfied, while other

applications suffer almost-zero extra delays.

In particular, we apply LIBS to promote VoIP service, following three distinct

directions: (i) a generic deterministic improvement, (ii) a stochastic approach, and (iii)

a receiver-oriented approach for selected applications only. Our central differentiation

scheme exhibits some distinctive but desirable properties:

1. Service granularity is improved: differentiation is feasible on a per-packet basis,

not on a per-flow basis. Therefore, prioritized service will not apply when it is not

necessitated, even within the same application flow.

2. User-perceived quality is not balanced by service degradation for other users. This

happens because the minor occasional cost on congestive applications is not per-

ceivable by their users.

3. Buffer management is costless and occasionally leads to better service for all appli-

cations.

Recent approaches to service differentiation rely on overlay architectures and ser-

vices. They span across a spectrum of architectures and protocols that support call ad-

mission control that inevitably wastes resources and impacts other concurrent applica-

tions, or application marking along with priority scheduling that results on application-

oriented instead of packet-oriented services. Due to its simplicity, the proposed strategy

is easily deployable and practically useful; with a minor modification effort user service

can have major improvement.

We evaluate LIBS with ns-2 [25] based simulations. We pay particular attention

to the evaluation methodology, including the selected units of measurement that are

suitable and appropriate. In this context, we use the R-Factor, the estimated Mean

Opinion Score (MOS) and the Application Satisfaction Index (ASI), a new metric

for application fairness, which relies mainly on the delay rather than on throughput.

ASI reflects how fairly applications receive service, delay-wise, under diverse delay

expectations and impact [21].

In Section 2 we highlight our perspective in the context of related work. In Section 3

we discuss three distinct LIBS-based policies. In Section 4 we discuss our experimental

evaluation methodology, metrics and scenarios. In section 5 we discuss our results and

highlight the service gains and losses per policy. In Section 6 we conclude our paper.
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2 Related Work & Discussion

Internet service differentiation is application-specific and naturally oriented either by

some explicit and strict flow characteristics or by some application class. Even in the

latter case, associating application types with service classes introduces inevitably some

”classification” cost, relevant with the granularity of classification scale; and requires a

rather sophisticated implementation, ranging from packet marking, to shaping, schedul-

ing and dropping schemes. Beyond that, application-based network services inherently

involve predetermined requests that the network - one way or another - needs to satisfy,

leading it to a prescribed behavior that may not permit maximum system performance.

Thus, application-based services are occasionally associated with limited operational

flexibility for the network, which in turn may lead to degraded system performance.

Perhaps network engineering would have been different had the pressing demand

of application requirements been ignored. For example, a natural principle to lead the

design of network services (and consequently the service differentiation policy) could

have been the network ability to function, the number of users serviced better without

damaging the rest, or the service offered on the basis of the cost to other applications.

For instance, it is not unreasonable to service first applications that require minimal

time for service; in that case the gain for such applications can be significant, while

the cost for the other applications may be small.

A similar, system-oriented scheduling concept has been studied in operating sys-

tems, where some schedulers select processes based on their completion time, rather

than the time they started (shortest job first). Such a service alone may lead to starva-

tion in case the rate of small processes is sufficient to keep the processor busy; processes

demanding more time for completion could never get their turn. However, due to the

cost of context switch, the lack of precision in estimating cost-per-process and the lim-

ited concurrent presence of processes, this domain had limited scheduling flexibility; our

service differentiation scheme guarantees better service for non-congestive data only as

far as the service of congestive applications is not degraded. In support of this goal,

[1] confirms that the average delay for the system tends to be reduced when customers

with short service times are given high priority.

A lot has been done in the networking community aiming at controlling traffic

based on specific application requirements. According to the intserv approach [16],

functionality of network components needs to allow for guarantees through signaling

and reservation. In turn, intserv requires per - flow state information, which limits

scalability. Other approaches require overlay architectures along with protocol mod-

ifications, which realize the corresponding relation between application classes and

packet marks. Inevitably, class - based approaches (such as diffserv [17], [2], CBT[28]

or [26]) overcome the limitation of state information but limit similar traffic to the

same QoS class, introducing a ”classification” error. For example, DCBT with ChIPS

[5] extends CBT by providing dynamic thresholds and lower jitter for multimedia traf-

fic. However, it assumes that all multimedia traffic require the same QoS. In [15], the

authors introduced the Alternative Best Effort mechanism (ABE). ABE improves per-

formance of delay-sensitive traffic but uses only two possible traffic classifications: delay

- and throughput - sensitive. Delay - sensitive applications sacrifice throughput, and

vice versa. Traffic Sensitive QoS mechanism (TSQ) [7] allows applications to indicate

via marking their preferable delay / throughput sensitivity at packet-level. However,

their approach does not imply service per-packet. That is, although applications may

mark all or selected packets only, the basis for marking is not the current network
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state, which is unknown1 by the application, but rather the specific properties of a

packet. The dynamics of such service interactions imply application-level QoS indeed.

Application level QoS, has therefore two undesirable properties: first, it requires a

prescription-based network operation, which confines network flexibility to reach an

optimal operating point, system-wide, and second, it introduces a ”classification” er-

ror. Note that in an effort to cancel the ”classification” error one has to introduce more

detailed categories and classes; that is, to trade it with processing overhead.

LIBS, however, can be integrated into application-oriented QoS strategies, pro-

ducing a hierarchical service dynamic: service-oriented prioritization, with application

- specific requests therein. For example, a favorably-marked large packet will not be

serviced first if the following packet will have zero impact to its service. Therefore,

different priorities can be assigned via packet marking to the different non-congestive

or congestive applications.

We also study here the service scalability of LIBS, as a service-oriented strategy.

For example, we introduce NCQ-VoIP, which is designed to achieve high performance

for selected applications only. Other service strategies for Internet telephony include

Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) [6]. LLQ is a mechanism that provides a strict Priority

Queue (PQ) to Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) [32]. With LLQ, delay-

sensitive data (such as voice traffic) is dequeued and serviced first. In addition, voice

traffic can be favored by a resource reservation protocol (such as RSVP [33]), which

requests, collectively, a certain amount of bandwidth and latency at every RSVP-

enabled network hop.

3 LIBS-based Policies

3.1 Non-Congestive Queuing (NCQ)

Non-Congestive Queuing (NCQ) [21] assumes that non-congestive traffic cannot ex-

ceed a predetermined threshold, called ncqthresh, which represents the upper limit of

permitted prioritized service. The threshold typically reflects a service percentage for

prioritization. However, this percentage corresponds to the number of packets; not

the occupied buffer space. Indeed, since service prioritization applies for small packets

only, the queue size that corresponds to the prioritized packets, percentage-wise, is

much smaller.

Although the perspective of NCQ is more general, initially, we deal with two classes

of packets: small packets (i.e., less than 150 bytes in our case), and long packets, which

typical Internet applications use for data transfers. NCQ uses priority queuing to im-

plement priority service. That is, within the same buffer, each packet is checked for

its length, contrasted to the current state of prioritized service rate and gets priority

whenever it satisfies two conditions: (i) length is below 150 bytes and (ii) prioritized

service rate2 is below ncqthresh.

At this stage of our work, we do not favor ACKs even though they have a small

size. This strategy is expected to increase transmission rate; how far this can happen

1 even if it is measured, the precision and granularity of measurements are dubious
2 cumulative, not per-flow
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Pseudocode 1 Non-Congestive Queuing
for every received packet
begin

count received packets
if (packet_length<150) and

(favored_packets /
received_packets < ncqthresh)

then
packet receives high priority
count favored packets

else
packet receives normal priority

end
end

(considering also the delayed-ACK scheme which is widely deployed) and how far it

can impact congestion control, is an open issue. We note that NCQ may occasionally

favor a part of a non-congestive data flow. However, a possible slight increase3 of the

re-ordered packets is counterbalanced by the large number of packet drops that are

avoided due to the prioritization.

An issue that could be naturally raised is the following: what if applications adjust

intentionally the size of their packets to an existing NCQ threshold in order to be

favored? In [21], we show analytically that this strategy is usually inefficient due to the

significant associated overhead. However, there are certain cases that an application can

be favored from the NCQ mechanism, in case it adopts smaller packets. For example,

some non-congestive applications may slightly reduce its packet size in order to have

performance gains from a LIBS-based packet scheduling algorithm.

Furthermore, in case a malicious application tries to monopolize communication

by transmitting small packets at high data rates, the extra introduced overhead is not

counterbalanced by the gains. A Denial of Service attack (DoS) that uses aggressive

flows consisting of small packets, in the worst case, would disable the prioritization

mechanism of NCQ. However, in case the attack uses large packets, some non-congestive

applications may not suffer from the exhaustion of the resources.

3.2 Stochastic NCQ (SNCQ)

In SNCQ we guarantee equal opportunities for all non-congestive packets, based on a

priority probability, which is dynamically adjusted in reverse proportion to the service

demand. That is, when the demand increases, the per-packet probability to receive

prioritized service is reduced. Priority Probability (PP) is defined as:

PP =
Priority Service Supply

Priority Service Demand
=

=
ncqthresh ∗ number of received packets

number of small packets

We, then, apply the following algorithm:

3 it is not significant in our experiments
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Pseudocode 2 Stochastic Non-Congestive Queuing
for every received packet
begin

count received packets
count small packets
(150-byte packets or smaller)
if (ncqthresh * received_packets >

small_packets) then
PP = 1

else
PP = (ncqthresh * received_packets)

/ (small_packets)
end
small packets receive high priority
with probability PP

end

3.3 NCQ for VoIP Applications (NCQ-VoIP)

Here, we attempt to apply LIBS towards a ”better-guaranteed” service. That is, to

allow selected applications to utilize more resources than others, however, within the

frame of limited impact on others. Since the impact is limited, service guarantee is

not always possible; and, since resource allocation favors selected applications only,

application service is better than simply differentiated. We call this type of service:

”better-guaranteed”. In particular, NCQ-VoIP promotes selected VoIP calls by assign-

ing higher probability to packets that belong to calls with bad quality.

Each receiver application calculates the voice quality for each call, based on the

measured R-Factor. R-Factor quantifies voice quality and is a function of voice encod-

ing type, packet-loss-rate and ear-to-mouth delay. A low-pass filter estimates the voice

quality of the next packet of that particular call (i.e., smooth R-Factor):

Smooth RFactor = α ∗ Smooth RFactor + β ∗RFactor

We experimentally set the values of α and β to 0.35 and 0.65, respectively. We have

carried out a considerable range of experiments with different α, β values: the above

values produced the best results. A better justification and analysis on the the impact

of the α, β parameters on the performance of NCQ-VoIP is a a subject of a future

work.

The sender is notified about the estimated R-Factor value through ACK packets.

The next departing packet carries the estimated voice quality4 and is favored by the

network, according the following priority probability (RP):

RP = sin(
100 −RFactor

100
∗ π

2
)

When R-Factor equals to 1005, the priority probability is zero (no further pri-

oritization is allowed). A zero R-Factor value (i.e., worst voice quality) gives a 100%

probability for VoIP packets to be favored. We selected this specific probability function

because it: (i) ranges from 0 to 1; (ii) achieves descent results (in terms of voice quality,

4 The R-Factor is encoded in the available bits of the IP header (4 to 17 bits) [29]
5 The value 100 represents the best voice quality
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fairness and goodput). However, the choice of RP requires further study. Although we

claim that currently RP is appropriate, we can’t guarantee optimality.

We note that NCQ-VoIP requires an ACK-based transport mechanism or a similar

receiver-oriented mechanism that informs the sender of the estimated R-Factor value.

For cases it is not viable (i.e., for UDP-based VoIP communication), a network operator

may either use NCQ or SNCQ.

4 Evaluation Methodology

Fig. 1 Complex Network Topology

Fig. 2 Complex Network Topology and Different Traffic Patterns

We have implemented our evaluation plan on the ns-2 network simulator [25]. We

simulated VoIP traffic based on the following assumptions: During a conversation,

speakers alternate between activity and idle periods. Taking into consideration the ON

and OFF periods [3], as well as the heavy-tailed characteristics and self-similarity of

VoIP traffic [9], we used the Pareto distribution for modeling the call holding times.

We configured Pareto with a mean rate to correspond to transmission rate of 64kbps

and the shape parameter was set to 1.5. In accordance with [3], we distributed the

ON and OFF periods with means of 1.0s and 1.35s, respectively. We simulated VoIP

streams of 64kbps (as the widely-used ITU-T G.711 [20] coding standard) and we set

packet sizes at 140 bytes.

In our scenarios, we do not consider the extra introduced delay due to the G.711

voice encoding (10 ms according to [8]) because we focus on the communication delay.
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The number of congestive flows is either uniformly random distributed or ranges from

10 to 100. The TCP version we used is TCP NewReno and all implemented mechanisms

are based on DropTail. In our evaluation, we focus on the impact of our modification

and thus we use DropTail as a reference point. However, the LIBS-based paradigm can

be also followed from variations of Active Queuing Management (AQM) algorithms

(such as RED [12], BLUE [10] etc).

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

We measure application performance using Goodput, Throughput defined as:

Goodput =
Original Data

T ime

Throughput =
Data Received

T ime

where Original Data is the number of bytes delivered to the high-level protocol

at the receiver (i.e., excluding retransmitted packets and overhead), Data Received

the total number of bytes delived and T ime the amount of time required for the

corresponding data delivery.

We characterize the quality of voice communication using the R-Factor, which is

included in the E-Model [18], [19], an ITU-proposed analytic model of voice quality.

R-Factor captures voice quality and ranges from 100 to 0, representing best and worst

quality, respectively. R-Factor is also associated with the Mean Opinion Score (MOS).

MOS is the arithmetic average of opinions where ”excellent” quality is represented by

5, ”good” by 4, ”fair” by 3, ”poor” by 2 and ”bad” by 1. R-Factor incorporates several

different parameters, such as echo, background noise, signal loss, codec impairments and

others. In [8], the authors simplified E-Model to transport-level measurable quantities

and resulted in a more suitable R-Factor formula. At the beginning of their analysis,

the authors expressed R-Factor as a sum of four terms:

R = 100 − Is − Id − Ief +A

The parameter Is reflects the signal-to-noise impairments associated with typical

SCN paths. This is a function of several parameters, none of which are a function of

the underlying packet transport. The authors used the default recommendations for all

parameters except delay and packet loss and dropped the reference to the Expectation

Factor (i.e., parameter A). So, the R-Factor expression was reduced to:

R = 94.2 − Id − Ief
Parameter Id is the impairment associated with the mouth-to-ear delay of the path

and is expressed as:

Id = 0.024d+ 0.11(d− 177.3)H(d− 177.3)

where d is the one-way delay (in milliseconds) and H(x) is the Heavyside (or step)

function.

Parameter Ief is an equipment impairment factor associated with the losses within

the gateway codecs. We note that there are no analytical expressions for the equipment

impairments. So, the authors extracted estimates from subjective measurements. They

defined parameter Ief as:

Ief = −γ1 − γ2ln(1 + γ3e)

where e is the total loss probability, which takes values between 0 and 1, and the

γ’s are fitting parameters.
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To summarize, we use here the following expression for the R-Factor :

R = α− β1d− β2(d− β3)H(d− β3) − γ1 − γ2ln(1 + γ3e) (1)

where α = 94.2, β1 = 0.024ms−1, β2 = 0.11ms−1, β3 = 177.3ms, d expresses the

mouth-to-ear delay and e the packet loss rate. For the G.711 codec, γ1 = 0, γ2 = 30,

γ3 = 15.

More details on the parameters used in equation (1) can be found in [8].

The R-Factor is related to the MOS through the following set of expressions:

For R < 0: MOS = 1

For R > 100: MOS = 4.5

For 0 < R < 100: MOS = 1 + 0.035R+ 7x10−6(100 −R)

For reference purposes, we give the relation of R-Factor with MOS in Table 1.

R-Factor Quality of voice rating MOS
90 < R < 100 Best 4.34 - 4.5
80 < R < 90 High 4.03 - 4.34
70 < R < 80 Medium 3.60 - 4.03
60 < R < 70 Low 3.10 - 3.60
50 < R < 60 Poor 2.58 - 3.10

Table 1 R-Factor, quality ratings and MOS

In order to measure fairness in the context of LIBS, we use the Application Satis-

faction Index (ASI) [21]. ASI is defined as:

ASI = 1 −

∣∣∣∑n
i=1Delayi −

Datai
TotalDataDelaymax

∣∣∣
nDelaymax

where, n is the number of flows; Datai is the total transmitted data of the ith flow

to the receiver application; TotalData is the total transmitted data of all flows; Delayi
is the average queuing delay of the ith flow; and Delaymax is the maximum queuing

delay in the system. ASI ranges from 0 to 1.

Unlike other fairness indices (such as [4], [24], [31]), ASI captures the deviation of

the actual delay from the expected delay per flow. Note, however, that expected delay

is determined by the factor Datai
TotalData . In this context, ASI represents the fairness of

the LIBS architecture, since the expected delay per packet (and in turn, per flow)

grows in proportion to the volume of their transmitted packets.

4.2 Evaluation Scenarios

In our experimental analysis, we use three distinct scenarios6, starting from a complex

topology (Figure 1) that incorporates multiple bottlenecks, cross and reverse traf-

fic. Here, we evaluate NCQ, SNCQ and NCQ-VoIP. In the next scenario, we explore

whether a LIBS-based mechanism can be incrementally deployed. Such a scenario is

important because the incremental deployment of a new network service or protocol

is typically a hard problem, especially when it has to be deployed in the routers [13].

6 additional scenarios that evaluate NCQ can be found in [21]
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In the last scenario, we evaluate the mechanisms using a complex topology, five differ-

ent application types and a random number of users (Figure 2). We detail the three

scenarios below:

Scenario 1: LIBS-based mechanisms in a Complex Topology: In this sce-

nario, we carry out experiments that show the impact of NCQ, Stochastic NCQ and

NCQ-VoIP in terms of Goodput, Throughput, Application Satisfaction Index and R-

Factor. We use the topology of Figure 1, which incorporates multiple bottlenecks,

cross and reverse traffic. The FTP and VoIP flows transmit data from ”source nodes”

to the corresponding ”sink nodes”. The number of FTP flows is uniformly random

distributed in [1, 50] and the number of VoIP calls in [1, 10]. We set the ncqthresh to

0.03 and the bw to 20Mbps.

Scenario 2: Incremental Deployment of LIBS-based Mechanisms: In this

scenario, we range the number of routers that incorporate the LIBS-based scheme from

0 to 4. The ncqthresh value is set to 0.03 and we have a random number of applications

for both congestive and non-congestive traffic; uniformly random distributed in [1, 50]

and [1, 10], respectively. The bw value is 10Mbps. We measure Goodput, Application

Satisfaction Index, R-Factor and MOS.

Scenario 3: LIBS-based mechanisms & Different Traffic Patterns: In the

last scenario, five different applications (FTP, MPEG, VoIP, Telnet, Sensor Applica-

tions) utilize common network resources using the topology illustrated in Figure 2. The

number of congestive applications (FTP, MPEG) is uniformly random distributed in

[1, 50] and the number of non-congestive applications (VoIP, Telnet, Sensor Applica-

tions) in [1, 10]. The sensor applications are simulated using simple Constant Bit Rate

(CBR) sources. We set the interval time for both CBR and Telnet applications to 1

sec. The MPEG applications transmit data according to a trace file that is based on a

real movie [11]. The value of ncqthresh is now 0.03 and the bw 20Mbps. We measured

Goodput for all applications and R-Factor for the VoIP calls.

The queue size for all scenarios is 100 packets. Each experiment’s duration is 60 sec.

All experiments are non-deterministic. We performed 50 runs for each non-deterministic

experiment in order to confirm the statistical accuracy of the results.

The distribution of our measurements is often high due to the nature of our ex-

periment. For example, in the case of randomized contention, one flow receives almost

always less throughput than 50 flows. In such results, the standard deviation for the

measurements does not increase by the number of experimental runs. Each time the

standard deviation of the differences between the average value and the samples is

very small (e.g., 1-3%), we depict the average values and the confidence intervals (i.e.,

the above standard deviation). Otherwise, we analyze and interpret our results using

frequency tables. More precisely, we group measurements into suitable intervals that

allow us to find the most common values. Each figure that uses a frequency table,

depicts the percentage of performance improvement/decrease of each measure, having

the experimental results of a scenario using DropTail as a reference point.

5 Simulation Results

5.1 Scenario 1: LIBS-based mechanisms in a Complex Topology

All mechanisms improve both the Goodput and Throughput for the VoIP applications

(Figures 3(a), 3(b)). More precisely, in the 100%, 92% and 94% of the runs, the VoIP
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(a) Goodput/Throughput of VoIP Applica-
tions

(b) Goodput Improvement for VoIP Applica-
tions

(c) Goodput/Throughput of Congestive Ap-
plications

(d) Goodput Improvement for Congestive Ap-
plications

Fig. 3 Performance Results in Terms of Goodput/Throughput

flows improve their Goodput in case of NCQ, SNCQ and NCQ-VoIP, respectively (Fig-

ure 3(b)). The average Goodput values show statistically zero impact on the congestive

flows (Figure 3(c)). However, a more clear view comes from a frequency table that

groups the measurements according the most common ones, due to the high distribu-

tion of the values (Figure 3(d)). According to Figure 3(d), in the majority of the runs

(i.e., the 68% for NCQ, the 78% for SNCQ and the 70% for NCQ-VoIP) the conges-

tive flows have a slight performance decrease (0% to 2% - Figure 3(d)). According to

Figure 3(d), in a smaller percentage of the runs, the congestive flows achieve a perfor-

mance improvement (e.g., 22% for NCQ). Furthermore, in the majority of the runs,

the non-congestive flows (e.g., 78% for NCQ) improve their Goodput from 20% to 60%.

In Figures 4(a), 4(b) we illustrate the voice quality of the participating calls. In

the majority of the runs (e.g., 92% for NCQ), the VoIP flows achieve a performance

improvement from 10% to 40%. Both NCQ and NCQ-VoIP improve voice quality more

than SNCQ (Figures 4(a), 4(b)). Although in Figure 4(c) all mechanisms appear to

have the same Application Satisfaction Index, according to 4(d), NCQ-VoIP appears

more fair than the other two mechanisms. The latter result is not reflected to the

average value of ASI due to the high distribution of the values (Figure 4(c)).
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(a) R-Factor of VoIP Applications (b) R-Factor Improvement

(c) Application Satisfaction Index (d) Improvement in Terms of Application Sat-
isfaction Index for the VoIP Flows

Fig. 4 Impact on Voice Quality & Fairness

5.2 Scenario 2: Incremental Deployment of LIBS-based Mechanisms

In this scenario, we adjust the number of LIBS routers7 from 0 to 4, assuming in-

cremental deployment. In figure 5(a), we have only a minor impact on the Goodput

of the congestive flows for any number of LIBS routers. However, the Goodput of the

non-congestive applications is significantly improved (Figures 5(b), 5(c), 5(d)). When

a LIBS-based mechanism is fully deployed (4 LIBS routers - Figure 5(d)), NCQ-VoIP

improves the Goodput of the VoIP applications slightly more than NCQ and SNCQ.

For example, NCQ-VoIP achieves more than 100% improvement for the 44% of the

runs while both NCQ and SNCQ for the 38%. In the case of 2 LIBS routers, the calls

increase their Goodput (from 1% to 200%) in the 96% of the runs for NCQ, in the 92%

for SNCQ and in the 88% for NCQ-VoIP. NCQ achieves a major improvement (over

80%) for the 18% of the runs and both SNCQ and NCQ-VoIP for the 20%.

The significant improvement in terms of Goodput for the VoIP applications is re-

flected in the voice quality of each call. For example, the average R-Factor of the

non-congestive applications increases by the number of the LIBS routers (Figure 6(a)).

In the case of 75% deployment (3 LIBS routers), in the majority of runs (94% - 96%),

the VoIP flows achieve improvement from 0% to 50%. The improvement in terms of

Fairness is also significant: in the 80% - 82% of the runs we have an improvement on

7 A LIBS router incorporates a LIBS-based mechanism (i.e., one of NCQ, SNCQ or NCQ-
VoIP)
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(a) Goodput of Congestive Applications (b) Goodput of VoIP Applications

(c) Goodput Improvement of VoIP Applica-
tions (2 LIBS Routers)

(d) Goodput Improvement of VoIP Applica-
tions (4 LIBS Routers)

Fig. 5 Performance Results in Terms of Goodput

the Application Satisfaction Index (Figure 6(d)). In the same case, NCQ appears more

fair than SNCQ and SNCQ more than NCQ-VoIP. In the case of fully deployment (4

LIBS routers), the Mean Opinion Score of the calls have a 20% to 40% increase for the

majority of the runs (Figure 6(c)).

5.3 Scenario 3: LIBS-based mechanisms & Different Traffic Patterns

In the last scenario, we evaluate the three proposed mechanisms using a more complex

scenario that incorporates different types of congestive (i.e., FTP and MPEG) and

non-congestive applications (i.e., VoIP, Telnet and sensor applications), transmitting

data concurrently. For all groups of congestive applications (FTP A, B and MPEG A,

B), in the majority of runs we have a slight performance decrease (i.e., 0% - 5%) in

terms of Goodput (Figures 7(a), 7(b), 7(c), 7(d)). In all cases, NCQ-VoIP appears more

friendly to the congestive flows. More precisely, NCQ-VoIP has the higher probability

for a run to have a performance increase in terms of Goodput for the congestive flows,

that is 10% for FTP group A (Figure 7(a)), 6% for MPEG group A (Figure 7(b)), 44%

for MPEG group B (Figure 7(c)) and 50% for FTP group B (Figure 7(d)).

In the group A of VoIP applications, in the 84% of the runs we have a performance

improvement in terms of R-Factor for NCQ, in the 82% for SNCQ and in 80% for

NCQ-VoIP (Figure 8(a)). In the group B of VoIP applications, in the 76% of runs -
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(a) R-Factor of VoIP Applications (b) R-Factor Improvement (3 LIBS Routers)

(c) MOS Improvement (4 LIBS Routers) (d) Improvement in Terms of Application Sat-
isfaction Index (3 LIBS Routers)

Fig. 6 Voice Quality & Fairness

for all mechanisms - the voice calls achieved improvement (Figure 8(b)). In the case of

Telnet applications, in the 74% of runs for NCQ we have a performance increase upto

10% and in the 68% of runs for NCQ-VoIP upto 40% (Figure 8(c)). However, in the

case of SNCQ, we have a performance increase only for the 48% of the runs (Figure

8(d)). It is very difficult to have an accurate justification for this specific result, due to

the high complexity of the scenario. Consequently, it calls for further investigation.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that LIBS is a simple but powerful tool for service differentiation, par-

ticularly beneficial for applications that utilize small rates and short packets, such as

typical VoIP. We discussed three alternative realizations of LIBS, favoring simplicity

(NCQ), sophistication (SNCQ) and quality (NCQ-VoIP). For example, NCQ-VoIP per-

forms well in terms of voice quality, but requires a receiver-oriented mechanism which

signals the voice quality measurement to the sender. Clearly, the deployment of the

mechanism has an extra difficulty: requires modification of the receiver protocol. We

note that other well known proposals use similar approaches, e.g., [14], [30]. In case

this is not feasible, a network operator may either use NCQ or SNCQ.

We presented simulation results that point out the following: the application-level

performance (such as voice quality) may be significantly improved by favoring only a
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(a) Goodput Performance Decrease (Group A
of FTP Applications)

(b) Goodput Performance Decrease (Group A
of MPEG Applications)

(c) Goodput Performance Decrease (Group B
of MPEG Applications)

(d) Goodput Performance Decrease (Group B
of FTP Applications)

Fig. 7 Goodput of Congestive Applications

part of a data flow - avoiding a negative impact on the other flows. We have shown

that, practically, LIBS can satisfy better a number of users; a leading design issue in

today’s Internet, which creates hopes for deployment success.
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